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TIP 1
Try to get a good night’s sleep the 

night before the session.

Having everyone well rested, fed & 
taking a loo stop before the session 
will help to alleviate stress for you!

WHAT YOU WEAR IS KEY TO A SUCCESSFUL PHOTOSHOOT.
Choosing the right clothing & preparing for your shoots helps to bring out the 

best version of you & your family.
Colours, clothing & accessories help to create the mood & set the tone for 
your shoot as well as complement the home where the final images will be 

displayed.
Your style should be as unique as your family, so here is some clothing advice 

for a creative & natural photo session.

TIP 2
Only the people who are being 

photographed should be present at
the session.

Sometimes the excitement & 
distraction of other family members

can hinder the shoot.



GENERAL RULES
don’t worry they can be broken!

CASUAL & COMFORTABLE
My clients tend to be relaxed yet trendy! If you 
feel uncomfortable in what you are wearing, it 
tends to show in the photos. If you don’t 
normally wear little dresses and high heels – it’s 
probably not a good idea to wear them at 
your portrait session. 
Jeans are always a good option! Women are 
often self conscious about their arms, so if that 
is you, long sleeves are often a good option.

PLAIN IS BEST
Clothing should complement, not dominate 
the portrait. Please avoid any logos, bold 
patterns or pictures. Block colours are always 
good, as are tone on tone colours (ie different 
shades of the same colours). Dark to medium 
tones are usually good (I prefer navys and 
darks greys over black as black can be 
draining and also shows up EVERY bit of fluff in 
photos!)

LOCATION & SEASONS
For light locations (early morning beach 
sessions, stonework backgrounds, inside in a 
white room for baby sessions etc), light tones 
can work really well. For darker locations (e.g. 
in a green park) darker tones such as navys
and greys work whereas white tends to blow 
out due to the contrast. Oranges , yellows & 
browns work well in autumn; pastels pinks and 
blues work well in spring. Toning clothing 
colours for location gives the image an extra 
pop.

PLEASE DON’T MATCH
Having everyone in the same colour is not 
advised – in fact please do not all wear the 
same colour! Colour coordinating in a “non-
matching uniform” is best, and at the end of 
this guide, I have provided some what to wear 
ideas based on colour schemes. In general, if 
everyone is in the same tone, this works well.

THINK LAYERS
The biggest difference between sessions that look 
great and sessions that look wow!; 
Little boys: in a t-shirt, with a button up shirt over it, 
along with a blazer. 
Little girls: same thing, leggings, fun skirt, tank and 
a jumper or vest and tasteful (not too big and 
overwhelming) headband.

ACCESSORISE
Add splashes of colour and personality by 
bringing or wearing hats, scarves and wraps, 
necklaces, boots, umbrellas – whatever you 
love, anything that is unique to you, your 
family, your children. Prefer simple? That’s 
perfect also!

BRING PROPS
Make your session a little bit different and 
unique by incorporating something into your 
session like a prop or a favourite toy. Some of 
my favourite sessions have used simple props 
like a paper aeroplane or a lollipop to create 
absolutely beautiful images. Please note, it is 
important that if we are using bubbles or toys 
as props that we use them at the end as an 
add on to the shoot, otherwise there will be 
tears if we try to get photos without the props in 
the shot!

REMEMBER THE DETAILS
Take that hairband off your wrist, make sure 
yours (and your partners!) nails are clean / 
manicured, wear a top that you can’t see the 
bra strap - these are things that you will notice 
later and wish you’d thought of! If it’s windy, 
think about tying hair up

Of course, everything here is just a guide to help you get the most from your 
session. The main thing is that you feel gorgeous and comfortable and it will 

show in whatever you are wearing! 



MUMS & MUMS TO BE

So the sessions are usually focused on the children, but girls don’t forget 
YOU! Whether your session is a maternity session, a newborn, a family, a 
couple session or just a beauty session for you – images of you will be 
hanging on your walls and you want to feel and look as amazing as 
possible! 
For maternity sessions, the key is layers and textures! This will add variety to 
your shoot but also helps to make you feel comfortable. I love maternity 
clothing that shows the bump – maxi dresses are a favourite or cute little 
dresses with lace detailing. As maternity sessions are often in-studio, a 
light coloured dress e.g. creams or whites will look amazing! Also jeans 
and a tight fitting stretchy top with a loose fitting flowy over-layer will also 
look great.
Bring two changes of clothing and don’t forget your fave earrings and 
accessories. They tend to add a bit of fashion and style to a portrait.
There are a few clothing layers and over gowns available in the studio to 
use if you wish.. Get your nails done, wash your hair or get a wash and 
blow-dry, get your eyebrows done (at least 2 days before), apply 
makeup or get someone else to. You will thank yourself for making the 
effort and feeling a little glam!



NEWBORNS

Newborn sessions are designed for babies 14 days and younger. The best day 
to photograph your baby is from day five to day ten. During this time newborns 
tend to be sleepier and retain that fresh newborn curl. After 14 days, newborns 
tend to develop things like colic and baby acne, they also tend to be more 
alert and stay awake longer.
This doesn’t mean you can’t have a newborn session if your baby is over 2 
weeks old – but it does mean you may have more images of your baby awake 
or the session will run more ‘lifestyle’ where baby isn’t being posed, e.g. being 
held by mum instead of in the curly, sleepy poses.
Morning shoots are best for newborns, as this is when they are happiest. Our 
studio ensures perfect soft lighting for stunning images and a cozy setting for a 
sleepy and happy baby. The room is maintained at a balmy 28 degrees. I 
suggest wearing light clothing.
Newborn shoots take around 2-3 hours to allow time for feeding and settling. 
Keep your baby awake for an hour before the session, so they will be sleepy 
when your arrive. Bath your baby prior to the shoot – this stimulates them and 
tires them out, and ensures their hair is fluffy and gorgeous for photos. Hold off 
from feeding your baby until you arrive at the studio. This will ensure bubs has a 
nice full belly and is settled before the shoot.
If you are bottle feeding, please have an extra bottle of milk ready in case we 
need to top up to settle the baby. Sibling shots are done after the baby’s single 
portraits. Since the room will be hot and siblings will get bored waiting, it’s best 
if any siblings are occupied during the first 60mins of the newborn shoot to 
keep everything calm and quiet. 
MUMS: wear loose-fitting tops. Keep the colour neutral and design simple. If 
you prefer a more natural look, be sure to have no nail polish as your hands will 
make their way into the images.
DADS: if you prefer not to be shirtless, I ask that you bring a snug fitting t-shirt to 
wear with a good, snug pair of jeans.



BABIES

Babies are absolute perfection when they wear just a nappy or nothing 
at all! 
Then for some variety and a pop of colour, you can add bonds singlets, 
fluffy blankets, a cute hat, headbands or ruffle nappy covers. 
Be ready with any throws and blankets that mean something to the 
family or that work with the colour scheme in your home.
Plain works best. Faint stripes and patterns are ok, or if the baby clothing 
has a small picture, then that should be fine. 
Choose loose, non-elasticised clothing for your baby on the day of the 
session, as they may leave visible marks on the skin. .



CHILDREN + FAMILIES

Neutral and pops of colour clothing for children is fun and adds that extra 
“pop” (plus converts well to black and white). We want your child's face 
to stand out, so try to avoid big pictures or logos. Stripes or pretty patterns 
are fine - as long as they don't take away from the face. 
Think about how you could make your child’s portrait unique and 
gorgeous. Please don’t stress about this however, as simple images are 
also beautiful.

Clothing for sibling shots, like those for group shots, should be 
complementary but far from "matching uniform". For a boy / girl sibling 
duo, you might choose a pattern dress / skirt for the girl, with the boy is a 
block colour pulled from that pattern. Mixing it up a bit creates a pleasing 
overall combination. The next page will hopefully help you put colour 
combinations together. Put clothes for the whole family out on the bed to 
make sure everyone coordinates nicely together. Feel free to send me an 
iPhone picture for my opinion!



COLOUR PALETTES 
AND INSPIRATION

Imagery found on www.pinterest.com

Classic Colours

Colour PopWinter Neutrals

Summer Neutrals

http://www.pinterest.com/


I’M SO EXCITED FOR YOUR SHOOT!

PHOTOGRAPHY IS A WAY OF FEELING, OF TOUCHING, OF LOVING. 
WHAT YOU HAVE CAUGHT ON FILM IS CAPTURED FOREVER...

IT REMEMBERS THE LITTLE THINGS
LONG AFTER YOU HAVE FORGOTTEN EVERYTHING. 

-Aaron Siskind
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